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The Grand Tour Project 
Web application for exploring database of historical travelers 

Center for Spatial and Textual Analysis (CESTA) - Stanford University 
9/2015 – 12/2018 

Project Management 

Web Design 

Web Development 

The Grand Tour Project is a scholarly research project by Professor Giovanna Ceserani 
(Stanford University) to publish and analyze a searchable digital version of a dictionary 
of entries of British and Irish travelers to Italy during the Enlightenment.  Products of the 
research include a web application, the Grand Tour Explorer, which offers advanced 
searching and transformation tools for the digitized database, and an online scholarly 
publication. 

I joined the project as a secondary developer on the Grand Tour Explorer web 
application after initial development had already been completed.  I began with small 
bug fixes and feature additions and later took over as lead developer for the 
application, designing and implementing larger features and changes including more 
powerful search tools, D3.js visualizations of entries, rich text support for entry text, 
references between entries, the ability to create lists of entries, and an editing 
interface for entry content.  My work eventually involved rewriting the majority of the 
original application code, including engines to import and parse entry content from 
outside sources, edit, transform and render entry content in the application, and 
export entry content. 

The application is a Node.js/Express server deployed to Heroku with a REST API-driven 
AngularJS front-end application.  Visualizations use D3.js and the application makes 
extensive use of the Google Sheets API. 

I also created a design for the final scholarly publication, which will be published as an 
online book integrated with the Grand Tour Explorer web application. 

Project website:  https://grandtour.stanford.edu 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Grand Tour Explorer Search Results 

Multifaceted search tools support complex queries for traveler entries.  Grand Tour Explorer 
design by Giorgio Caviglia <giorgio.caviglia@gmail.com>, except for components specified 
below. 

  

Grand Tour Explorer Entry 

Each traveler entry contains many fields of data, many of which link to other entries or 
collections of entries. 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Grand Tour Explorer Entry Edit 

An editing interface lets administrators easily modify database content.  Editor design by Cody 
Leff. 

  

Grand Tour Explorer Entry Edit Modal 

Compound fields are edited with modals. 
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Visualization 

A prototype for a visualization represents entries as dots, with size and color determined by 
different facets of entry data.  Visualization design by Cody Leff. 

  

Book 

The design for the online book scholarly publication of the Grand Tour Project provides a 
distraction-free reading experience with easy navigation and useful tools.  Book design by 
Cody Leff. 
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Book with Explorer 

Readers can easily access the Grand Tour Explorer from the book. 

  

Book with New Bookmark Modal 

Readers can create bookmarks for later access. 
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Book with Bookmark 

Bookmarks appear inline while reading. 

  

Book, mobile 

Readers can easily browse and create bookmarks from small screens. 
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Book, mobile nav expanded 

Readers can navigate to different parts of the book and create bookmarks from small screens 
using a mobile nav menu.
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